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Abstract

Current methods for few-shot fine-tuning of001
pretrained masked language model (PLM) require002
carefully engineered prompts and verbalizers003
for each new task, to convert examples into a004
cloze-format that the PLM can score. In this work,005
we propose PERFECT, a simple and efficient006
method for few-shot fine-tuning of PLMs without007
relying on any such handcrafting, which is highly008
effective given as few as 32 data points. PERFECT009
makes two key design choices: First, we show010
that manually engineered task prompts can be011
replaced with task-specific adapters that enable012
sample-efficient fine-tuning and reduce memory013
and storage costs by roughly factors of 5 and 100,014
respectively. Second, instead of using handcrafted015
verbalizers, we learn a new multi-token label em-016
bedding during fine-tuning which are not tied to017
the model vocabulary and which allow us to avoid018
complex auto-regressive decoding. These embed-019
dings are not only learnable from limited data but020
also enable nearly 100x faster training and infer-021
ence. Experiments on a wide range of few shot022
NLP tasks demonstrate that PERFECT, while be-023
ing simple and efficient, also outperforms existing024
state-of-the-art few-shot learning methods.1025

1 Introduction026

Recent methods for few-shot language model027

tuning obtain impressive performance but require028

careful engineering of prompts and verbalizers to029

convert inputs to a cloze-format (Taylor, 1953) that030

can be scored with pre-trained language models031

(PLMs) (Radford et al., 2018; Radford et al.; Brown032

et al., 2020; Schick and Schütze, 2021a,b). For033

example, as Figure 1 shows, a sentiment classifier can034

be designed by inserting the input text x in a prompt035

template “x It was [MASK]” where verbalizers (e.g.,036

‘great’ and ‘terrible’) are substituted for the [MASK]037

to score target task labels (‘positive’ or ‘negative’).038

In this paper, we show that such engineering is039

not needed for few-shot learning and instead can040

1We will release our code publicly to facilitate future work.
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Figure 1: Existing few-shot fine-tuning methods require
manual engineering to reduce new tasks to masked lan-
guage modeling. PERFECT does not rely on any handcraft-
ing, removing both patterns and verbalizers (see Figure 3).

be replaced with simple methods for data-efficient 041

fine-tuning with as few as 32 end-task examples. 042

More specifically, we propose PERFECT, a 043

Prompt-free and Efficient paRadigm for FEw-shot 044

Cloze-based fine-Tuning. To remove handcrafted 045

patterns, PERFECT uses task-specific adapter layers 046

(Houlsby et al., 2019) (§3.1). Freezing the underlying 047

PLM with millions or billions of parameters (Liu 048

et al., 2019; Raffel et al., 2020), and only tuning 049

adapters with very few new parameters saves on 050

memory and storage costs (§4.2), while allowing very 051

sample-efficient tuning (§4). It also stabilizes the 052

training by increasing the worst-case performance and 053

decreasing variance across the choice of examples in 054

the few shot training sets (§4.3). 055

To remove handcrafted verbalizers (with variable 056

token lengths), we introduce a new multi-token 057

fixed-length classifier scheme that learns task label 058

embeddings which are independent from the language 059

model vocabulary during fine-tuning (§3.2). We 060

show (§4) that this approach is sample efficient 061

and outperforms carefully engineered verbalizers 062

from random initialization (§4). It also allows us 063

to avoid previously used expensive auto-regressive 064

decoding schemes (Schick and Schütze, 2021b), by 065

leveraging prototypical networks (Snell et al., 2017) 066

over multiple tokens. Overall, these changes enable 067

up to 100x faster learning and inference (§4.2). 068

Overall, PERFECT has several advantages: It 069

avoids engineering patterns and verbalizers for each 070
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new task, which can be cumbersome. Recent work071

has shown that even some intentionally irrelevant072

or misleading prompts can perform as well as more073

interpretable ones (Webson and Pavlick, 2021).074

Unlike the zero-shot or extreme few-shot case, where075

prompting might be essential, we argue in this paper076

that all you need is tens of training examples to avoid077

these challenges by adopting PERFECT or a similar078

data-efficient learning method. Experiments on a079

wide variety of NLP tasks demonstrate that PERFECT080

outperforms state-of-the-art prompt-based methods081

while being significantly more efficient in inference082

and training time, storage, and memory usage (§4.2).083

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to084

propose a few-shot learning method with PLMs that085

successfully removes all per-task manual engineering.086

2 Background087

Problem formulation: We consider a general088

problem of fine-tuning language models in a few-shot089

setting, on a small training set with K unique classes090

and N examples per class, such that the total number091

of examples is |D|=N×K. Let D=∪K
k=1Dk be the092

given training set, where Dk={(xi
k,y

i
k)}Ni=1 shows093

the set of examples labeled with class k and yik ∈Y094

is the corresponding label, where |Y| = K. We095

additionally assume access to a development set with096

the same size as the training data. Note that larger val-097

idation sets can grant a substantial advantage (Perez098

et al., 2021), and thus it is important to use a limited099

validation size to be in line with the goal of few-shot100

learning. Unless specified otherwise, in this work, we101

use 16 training examples (N =16) and a validation102

set with 16 examples, for a total of 32-shot learning.103

2.1 Adapters104

Recent work has shown that fine-tuning all param-105

eters of PLMs with a large number of parameters106

in low-resource datasets can lead to a sub-optimal107

solution (Peters et al., 2019; Dodge et al., 2020). As108

shown in Figure 2, Rebuffi et al. (2018) and Houlsby109

et al. (2019) suggest an efficient alternative, by110

inserting small task-specific modules called adapters111

within layers of a PLMs. They then only train the112

newly added adapters and layer normalization, while113

fixing the remaining parameters of a PLM.114

Each layer of a transformer model is composed115

of two primary modules: a) an attention block,116

and b) a feed-forward block, where both modules117

are followed by a skip connection. As depicted in118

Figure 2, adapters are normally inserted after each119

of these blocks before the skip connection.120

Feed forward down
projection

Nonlinearity

Adapter Layer

Multi-head attention

Adapter

+

Transformer Layer

Layer norm

Feed forward

Adapter

+
Layer norm

Feed forward  
up projection

+

Figure 2: Left: Adapter integration in a PLM. Right: An
adapter architecture. Adapters are usually inserted after the
feed-forward and self-attention modules. During training,
we only optimize the green components

Adapters are bottleneck architectures. By keeping 121

input and output dimensions the same, they introduce 122

no additional architectural changes. Each adapter, 123

A(.) ∈ RH , consists of a down-projection, D(.) ∈ 124

RH×B, a non-linearity, such as GeLU (Hendrycks and 125

Gimpel, 2016), and an up-projection U(.)∈RB×H , 126

where H is the dimension of input hidden states x, 127

and B is the bottleneck size. Formally defined as: 128

A(x)=U(GeLU(D(x)))+x, (1) 129130

2.2 Prompt-based Fine-tuning 131

Standard Fine-tuning: In standard fine-tuning 132

with PLMs (Devlin et al., 2019), first a special [CLS] 133

token is appended to the input x, and then the PLM 134

maps it to a sequence of hidden representations 135

h = (h1, ... ,hS) with hi ∈ RH , where H is the 136

hidden dimension, and S is the maximum sequence 137

length. Then, a classifier, softmax(WTh[CLS]), using 138

the embedding of the classification token (h[CLS]), 139

is trained end-to-end for each downstream task. The 140

main drawback of this approach is the discrepancy 141

between the pre-training and fine-tuning phases since 142

PLMs have been trained to predict mask tokens in a 143

masked language modeling task (Devlin et al., 2019). 144

Prompt-based tuning: To address this discrepancy, 145

prompt-based fine-tuning (Schick and Schütze, 146

2021a,b; Gao et al., 2021) formulates tasks in a cloze- 147

format (Taylor, 1953). This way, the model can predict 148

targets with a masked language modeling (MLM) 149

objective. For example, as shown in Figure 1, for a 150

sentiment classification task, inputs are converted to: 151

xprompt = [CLS] x . It was︸ ︷︷ ︸
pattern

[MASK] . [SEP] 152
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Then, the PLM determines which verbalizer (e.g.,153

‘great’ and ‘terrible’) is the most likely substitute for154

the mask in the xprompt. This subsequently determines155

the score of targets (‘positive’ or ‘negative’). In detail:156

Training strategy: Let M :Y→V be a mapping157

from target labels to individual words in a PLM’s158

vocabulary. We refer to this mapping as verbalizers.159

Then the input is converted to xprompt = T (x) by160

appending a pattern and a mask token to x so that it161

has the format of a masked language modeling input.162

Then, the classification task is converted to a MLM163

objective (Tam et al., 2021; Schick and Schütze,164

2021a), and the PLM computes the probability of the165

label y as:166

p(y|x)=p([MASK]=M(y)|xprompt)167

=
exp(W T

M(y)h[MASK])∑
v′∈Vexp(W

T
v′h[MASK])

, (2)168

where h[MASK] is the last hidden representation of the169

mask, and Wv shows the output embedding of the170

PLM for each verbalizer v∈V. For many tasks, ver-171

balizers have multiple tokens. Schick and Schütze172

(2021b) extended (2) to multiple mask tokens by173

adding the maximum number of mask tokens M174

needed to express the outputs (verbalizers) for a task.175

In that case, Schick and Schütze (2021b) computes the176

probability of each class as the summation of the log177

probabilities of each token in the corresponding verbal-178

izer, and then they add a hinge loss to ensure a margin179

between the correct verbalizer and the incorrect ones.180

Inference strategy: During inference, the model181

needs to select which verbalizer to use in the given182

context. Schick and Schütze (2021b) predicts the183

verbalizer tokens in an autoregressive fashion. They184

first trim the number of mask tokens from M to each185

candidate verbalizer’s token length, and compute the186

probability of each mask token. They then choose187

the predicted token with the highest probability and188

replace the corresponding mask token. Conditioning189

on this new token, the probabilities of the remaining190

mask positions are recomputed. They repeat this191

autoregressive decoding until they fill all mask192

positions. This inference strategy is very slow, as the193

number of forward passes increases with the number194

of classes and the number of verbalizer’s tokens.195

This formulation obtained impressive few-shot196

performance with PLMs. However, the success of this197

approach heavily relies on engineering handcrafted198

patterns and verbalizers. Coming up with suitable199

verbalizers and patterns can be difficult (Mishra et al.,200
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Figure 3: We remove handcrafted patterns and verbalizers.
We replace patterns using task-specific adapters and design
label embeddings for the classes. We only train the green
blocks (the label embeddings, adapters, and layer norms).

2021). Additionally, the performance is sensitive to 201

the wording of patterns (Zhao et al., 2021; Perez et al., 202

2021; Schick and Schütze, 2021a; Jiang et al., 2020) or 203

to the chosen verbalizers (Webson and Pavlick, 2021). 204

In addition, handcrafted verbalizers cause problems 205

for efficient training: a) they require updating the 206

PLM embedding layer, causing large memory 207

overhead; b) fine-tuning PLMs also requires a very 208

small learning rate (usually 10−5), which slows 209

down tuning the parameters of the verbalizers; 210

c) modeling verbalizers as one of the tokens of 211

the PLM vocabulary (perhaps unintentionally) 212

impacts the input representation during tuning; d) 213

verbalizers have variable token lengths, complicating 214

the implementation in a vectorized format, thereby 215

making it challenging to efficiently fine-tune PLMs. 216

3 Method 217

We propose PERFECT, a verbalizer and patterns-free 218

few-shot learning method. We design PERFECT to 219

be close to the pre-training phase, similar to the PET 220

family of models (Schick and Schütze, 2021b; Gao 221

et al., 2021), while replacing handcrafted patterns and 222
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verbalizers with new components that are designed223

to describe the task and learn the labels. As shown224

in Figure 3, we first convert each input xinput to its225

masked language modeling (MLM) input containing226

M mask tokens [MASK]2 with no added patterns,227

denoted as xmasked = T ′
(xinput).3 PERFECT then228

trains a classifier per-token and optimizes the average229

multi-class hinge loss over each mask position.230

Three main components play a role in the success231

of PERFECT: a) a pattern-free task description, where232

we use task-specific adapters to efficiently tell the233

model about the given task, replacing previously234

manually engineered patterns (§3.1), b) multi-token235

label-embedding as an efficient mechanism to learn236

the label representations, removing manually designed237

verbalizers (§3.2). c) an efficient inference strategy238

building on top of the idea of prototypical networks239

(Snell et al., 2017) (§??), which replaces prior240

iterative autoregressive decoding methods (Schick241

and Schütze, 2021b).242

As shown in Figure 3, we fix the underlying PLM243

model and only optimize the new parameters that244

we add (green boxes). This includes the task-specific245

adapters to adapt the representations for a given task246

and the multi-token label representations. We detail247

each of these components below.248

3.1 Pattern-Free Task Description249

We use task-specific adapter layers to provide250

the model with learned, implicit task descriptions.251

Adapters additionally bring multiple other benefits:252

a) fine-tuning all weights of PLMs with millions or253

billions of parameters is sample-inefficient, and can254

be unstable in low-resource settings (Dodge et al.,255

2020); adapters allow sample-efficient fine-tuning, by256

keeping the underlying PLM fixed, b) adapters reduce257

the storage and memory footprints (§4.2), c) they258

also increase stability and performance (§4), making259

them an excellent choice for few-shot fine-tuning.260

To our knowledge, this is the first approach for using261

task-specific adapters to effectively and efficiently262

remove patterns in few-shot learning. Experimental263

results in §4 show its effectiveness compared to264

handcrafted patterns and soft prompts (Li and Liang,265

2021; Lester et al., 2021).266

2We discuss the general case with inserting multiple masks;
for some datasets this improves performance (§4.3.1).

3We insert mask tokens after the input string in single-
sentence benchmarks, and after the first sentence in the case
of sentence-pair datasets and encode both sentences as a single
input, which we found to perform the best (Appendix C).

3.2 Multi-Token Label Embeddings 267

We freeze the weights of the PLM’s embedding 268

layer and introduce a separate label embedding 269

L∈RK×M×H , which is a multi-token label represen- 270

tation where M is the number of tokens representing 271

each label, K indicates the number of classes, H is 272

the input hidden dimension. Using a fixed number of 273

tokens M for each label, versus variable-token length 274

verbalizers used in prior work (Schick and Schütze, 275

2021a,b) substantially simplifies the implementation 276

and accelerates the training (§4.2). 277

3.3 Training PERFECT 278

As shown in Figure 3, we optimize label embeddings 279

so that the PLM predicts the correct label, and 280

optimize adapters to adapt the PLM for the given task. 281

For label embeddings, PERFECT trains a classifier 282

per token and optimizes the average multi-class 283

hinge loss over all mask positions. Given xmasked, 284

let h[MASK]i be the embedding of its i-th mask token 285

from the last layer of the PLM encoder. Additionally, 286

let f(.) : RH → RK be a per-token classifier that 287

computes the predictions by multiplying the mask 288

token embedding with its corresponding label 289

embedding. Formally defined as: 290

ti=f(h[MASK]i)=LT
i h[MASK]i, (3) 291

292

where Li ∈ RK×H shows the label embedding for 293

the i-th mask position. Then, for each mask position, 294

we optimize a multi-class hinge loss between their 295

scores ti and labels. Formally defined as: 296

L(x,y,i)=
∑K

k=1,k≠ymax(0,m−tiy+tik)

K
, (4) 297298

where tik shows the k-th element of ti, representing 299

the score corresponding to class k, and m is the 300

margin, which we fix to the default value of m=1. 301

Then, the final loss is computed by averaging the loss 302

over all mask tokens and training samples: 303

L=
1

M |D|
∑

(x,y)∈D

M∑
i=1

L(x,y,i) (5) 304
305

3.4 Inference with PERFECT 306

During evaluation, instead of relying on the prior 307

iterative autoregressive decoding schemes (Schick 308

and Schütze, 2021b), we classify a query point by 309

finding the nearest class prototype to the mask token 310

embeddings: 311

y=argmax
y∈Y

max
i∈{1,...,M}

(
exp−d(hq

i ,ciy)
)
, (6) 312313

where d is squared euclidean distance,4 hq
i indicates 314

the embedding of the i-th mask position for the 315

4We also tried with cosine similarity but found a slight
improvement with squared Euclidean distance (Snell et al., 2017).
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query sample q, and ciy ∈ RD is the prototype316

representation of the i-th mask token with class label317

y, i.e., the mean embedding of i-th mask position in318

all training samples with label y:319

ciy=
1

|Dy|
∑
b∈Dy

hb
i , (7)320

321

where hb
i shows the embedding of i-th mask position322

for training sample b, and Dy is the training instances323

with class y. This strategy closely follows prototypical324

networks (Snell et al., 2017), but applied across325

multiple tokens. We choose this form of inference326

because prototypical networks are known to be327

sample efficient and robust (Snell et al., 2017),328

and because it substantially speeds up evaluation329

compared to prior methods (§4.2).330

4 Experiments331

We conduct extensive experiments on a variety of332

NLP datasets to evaluate the performance of PERFECT333

and compare it with state-of-the-art few-shot learning.334

Datasets: We consider 7 tasks and 12 datasets: 1)335

the sentiment analysis datasets SST-2 (Socher et al.,336

2013), SST-5 (Socher et al., 2013), MR (Pang and337

Lee, 2005), and CR (Hu and Liu, 2004), 2) the338

subjectivity classification dataset SUBJ (Pang and339

Lee, 2004), 3) the question classification dataset340

TREC (Voorhees and Tice, 2000), 4) the natural341

language inference datasets CB (De Marneffe et al.,342

2019) and RTE (Wang et al., 2019a), 5) the question343

answering dataset QNLI (Rajpurkar et al., 2016), 6)344

the word sense disambiguation dataset WiC (Pilehvar345

and Camacho-Collados, 2019), 7) the paraphrase346

detection datasets MRPC (Dolan and Brockett, 2005)347

and QQP.5 See datasets statistics in Appendix A.348

For MR, CR, SST-5, SUBJ, and TREC, we test on349

the original test sets, while for other datasets, since test350

sets are not publicly available, we test on the original351

validation set. We sample 16 instances per label from352

the training set to form training and validation sets.353

Baselines We compare with the state-of-the-art354

few-shot learning of PET and fine-tuning:355

PET (Schick and Schütze, 2021a,b) is the state-356

of-the-art few-shot learning method that employs357

carefully crafted verbalizers and patterns. We report358

the best (PET-best) and average (PET-average) results359

among all patterns and verbalizers.6360

5https://quoradata.quora.com/
6For a controlled study, we use the MLM variant shown in

(2), which has been shown to perform the best (Tam et al., 2021).

FINETUNE The standard fine-tuning (Devlin et al., 361

2019), with adding a classifier on top of the [CLS] 362

token and fine-tuning all parameters. 363

Our method We study the performance of 364

PERFECT and perform an extensive ablation study 365

to show the effectiveness of our design choices: 366

PERFECT-rand We randomly initialize the label 367

embeddingL from a normal distributionN (0,σ)with 368

σ=10−4 (chosen based on validation performance, 369

see Appendix D) without relying on any handcrafted 370

patterns and verbalizers. As an ablation, we study 371

the following two variants: 372

PERFECT-init We initialize the label embedding 373

with the token embeddings of manually designed 374

verbalizers in the PLM’s vocabulary to study the 375

impact of engineered verbalizers. 376

PERFECT-prompt We compare using adapters 377

versus soft prompt-tuning with removing adapters and 378

appending trainable continuous prompt embeddings 379

to the input (Lester et al., 2021). Then, we only tune 380

the soft prompt and the label embedding. 381

Experimental details: We use the RoBERTa large 382

model (Liu et al., 2019) (355M parameters) as the un- 383

derlying PLM for all methods. We use the Hugging- 384

Face PyTorch implementation (Wolf et al., 2020). For 385

the baselines, we used the carefully manually designed 386

patterns and verbalizers in Gao et al. (2021), Min et al. 387

(2021), and Schick and Schütze (2021b) (usually 5 388

different options per datasets; see Appendix B). 389

We evaluate all methods using 5 different random 390

samples to create the training/validation sets and 4 391

different random seeds for training. Therefore, for 392

PET-average, we report the results on 20 x 5 (number 393

of patterns and verbalizers) = 100 runs, while for 394

PET-best and our method, we report the results over 395

20 runs. The variance in few-shot learning methods is 396

usually high (Perez et al., 2021; Zhao et al., 2021; Lu 397

et al., 2021). Therefore, we report average, worst-case 398

performance, and standard deviation across all runs, 399

where the last two values can be important for 400

risk-sensitive applications (Asri et al., 2016). 401

4.1 Experimental Results 402

Table 1 shows the performance of all methods. 403

PERFECT obtains state-of-the-art results, improving 404

the performance compared to PET-average by +1.1 405

and +4.6 points for single-sentence and sentence-pair 406

datasets respectively. It even outperforms PET-best, 407

where we report the best performance of PET across 408

multiple manually engineered patterns and verbalizers. 409
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Method SST-2 CR MR SST-5 Subj TREC Avg

Single-Sentence Benchmarks

FINETUNE 81.4/70.0/4.0 80.1/72.9/4.1 77.7/66.8/4.6 39.2/34.3/2.5 90.2/84.1/1.8 87.6/75.8/3.7 76.0/67.3/3.4

PET-Average 89.7/81.0/2.4 88.4/68.8/3.0 85.9/79.0/2.1 45.9/40.3/2.4 88.1/79.6/2.4 85.0/70.6/4.5 80.5/69.9/2.8

PET-Best 89.1/81.0/2.6 88.8/85.8/1.9 86.4/82.0/1.6 46.0/41.2/2.4 88.7/84.6/1.8 85.8/70.6/4.4 80.8/74.2/2.4

PERFECT-rand 90.7/88.2/1.2 90.0/85.5/1.4 86.3/81.4/1.6 42.7/35.1/2.9 89.1/82.8/2.1 90.6/81.6/3.2 81.6/75.8/2.1

Ablation

PERFECT-init 90.9/87.6/1.5 89.7/87.4/1.2 85.4/75.8/3.3 42.8/35.9/3.5 87.6/81.6/2.8 90.4/86.6/1.8 81.1/75.8/2.4

PERFECT-prompt 70.6/56.0/8.3 71.0/55.8/8.2 66.6/49.6/7.3 32.2/26.5/3.2 82.7/69.6/3.9 79.6/66.8/6.5 67.1/54.0/6.2

Method CB RTE QNLI MRPC QQP WiC Avg

Sentence-Pair Benchmarks

FINETUNE 72.9/67.9/2.5 56.8/50.2/3.5 62.7/51.4/7.0 70.1/62.7/4.7 65.0/59.8/3.6 52.4/46.1/3.7 63.3/56.4/4.2

PET-Average 86.9/73.2/5.1 60.1/49.5/4.7 66.5/55.7/6.2 62.1/38.2/6.8 63.4/44.7/7.9 51.0/46.1/2.6 65.0/51.2/5.6

PET-Best 90.0/78.6/3.9 62.3/51.3/4.5 70.5/57.9/6.4 63.4/49.3/6.5 70.7/55.2/5.8 51.6/47.2/2.3 68.1/56.6/4.9

PERFECT-rand 90.3/83.9/3.5 60.4/53.1/4.7 74.1/60.3/4.6 67.8/54.7/5.7 71.2/64.2/3.5 53.8/47.0/3.0 69.6/60.5/4.2

Ablation

PERFECT-init 87.9/75.0/4.9 60.7/52.7/4.5 72.8/56.7/6.8 65.9/56.6/6.0 71.1/65.6/3.5 51.7/46.6/2.8 68.4/58.9/4.8

PERFECT-prompt 73.0/62.5/6.1 56.9/50.7/4.1 55.4/50.2/4.6 60.0/51.5/5.8 54.3/46.2/5.6 51.3/46.7/2.8 58.5/51.3/4.8

Table 1: Performance of all methods on single-sentence and sentence-pair benchmarks. We report average/worst-case
accuracy/standard deviation. PERFECT obtains the state-of-the-art results. Bold fonts indicate the best results.

Moreover, PERFECT improves the minimum perfor-410

mance and reduces standard deviation substantially.411

Finally, PERFECT is also significantly more efficient:412

reducing the training and inference time, memory413

usage, and storage costs (see §4.2).414

PET-best improves the results over PET-average415

showing that PET is unstable to the choice of patterns416

and verbalizers; this difference is more highlighted417

for sentence-pair benchmarks. This can be because418

the position of the mask highly impacts the results,419

and patterns used in sentence-pair datasets in Schick420

and Schütze (2021b) well leverages this by putting421

the mask in multiple locations (see Appendix B).422

As an ablation, even if we initialize the label423

embedding with handcrafted verbalizers, PER-424

FECT-init consistently obtains lower performance,425

demonstrating that PERFECT is able to obtain state-of-426

the-art performance with learning from pure random427

initialization. We argue that initializing randomly428

close to zero (with low variance σ=10−4), as done429

in our case, slightly improves performance, which430

perhaps is not satisfied when initializing from the431

manually engineered verbalizers (see Appendix D).432

As a second ablation, when learning patterns433

with optimizing soft prompts in PERFECT-prompt,434

we observe high sensitivity to learning rate, as also435

confirmed in Li and Liang (2021) and Mahabadi 436

et al. (2021a). We experimented with multiple 437

learning rates but performance consistently lags 438

behind PERFECT-rand. This can be explained 439

by the low flexibility of such methods as all the 440

information regarding specifying patterns needs to be 441

contained in the prefixes. As a result, the method only 442

allows limited interaction with the rest of the model 443

parameters, and obtaining good performance requires 444

very large models (Lester et al., 2021). In addition, 445

increasing the sequence length leads to memory 446

overhead (Mahabadi et al., 2021a), and the number 447

of prompt tokens is capped by the number of tokens 448

that can fit in the maximum input length, which can 449

be a limitation for tasks requiring large contexts. 450

4.2 Efficiency Evaluation 451

In this section, we compare the efficiency of PERFECT 452

with the state-of-the-art few-shot learning method, 453

PET. To this end, we train all methods for ten epochs 454

on the 500-sampled QNLI dataset. We select the 455

largest batch size for each method that fits a fixed 456

budget of the GPU memory (40 GB). 457

Due to the auto-regressive inference strategy of 458

PET (Schick and Schütze, 2021b), every prior work 459

implemented it with a batch size of 1 (Perez et al., 460
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Metric PET PERFECT ∆%

Trained params (M) 355.41 3.28 -99.08%
Peak memory (GB) 20.93 16.34 -21.93%
Training time (min) 23.42 0.65 -97.22%

+ PET in batch 0.94 0.65 -30.85%
Inference time (min) 9.57 0.31 -96.76%

Table 2: Percentage of trained parameters, average peak
memory, training, and inference time. ∆% is the relative
difference with respect to PET. Lower is better.

2021; Schick and Schütze, 2021b; Tam et al., 2021).461

Additionally, since PET deals with verbalizers of462

variable lengths, it is hard to implement their training463

phase in a batch mode. We specifically choose QNLI464

to have verbalizers of the same length and enable465

batching for comparison purposes (referred to as PET466

in batch). However, verbalizers are still not of the467

fixed-length for most other tasks, and this speed-up468

does not apply generally to PET.469

In Table 2, we report the percentage of trained470

parameters, memory usage of each method, training,471

and inference time. PERFECT reduces the number472

of trained parameters, and therefore the storage473

requirement, by 99.08%. It additionally reduces474

the memory requirement by 21.93% compared to475

PET. PERFECT speeds up training substantially, by476

97.22% relative to the original PET’s implementation,477

and 30.85% to our implementation of PET. This is478

because adapter-based tuning saves on memory and479

allows training with larger batch sizes. On the other480

hand, PERFECT is significantly faster during inference481

time (96.76% less inference time relative to PET).482

Overall, given the size of PLMs with millions and483

billions of parameters (Liu et al., 2019; Raffel et al.,484

2020), efficient few-shot learning methods are of485

paramount importance for practical applications. PER-486

FECT not only outperforms the state-of-the-art in terms487

of accuracy and stability (Table 1), but also is signifi-488

cantly more efficient in runtime, storage, and memory.489

4.3 Analysis490

Can task-specific adapters replace manually491

engineered patterns? PERFECT is a pattern-free492

approach and employs adapters to provide the PLMs493

with task descriptions implicitly. In this section, we494

study the contribution of replacing manual patterns495

with adapters in isolation without considering our496

other contributions in representing labels, training,497

and inference. In PET (Schick and Schütze, 2021a,b),498

we replace the handcrafted patterns with task-specific499

adapters (Pattern-Free) while keeping the verbalizers500

Dataset PET-Average Pattern-Free

SST-2 89.7/81.0/2.4 90.5/87.8/1.2
CR 88.4/68.8/3.0 89.8/87.0/1.4
MR 85.9/79.0/2.1 86.4/83.0/1.8
SST-5 45.9/40.3/2.4 44.8/40.0/2.4
SUBJ 88.1/79.6/2.4 85.3/74.7/3.8
TREC 85.0/70.6/4.5 87.9/84.6/1.8
CB 86.9/73.2/5.1 93.0/89.3/1.9
RTE 60.1/49.5/4.7 63.7/56.3/4.1
QNLI 66.5/55.7/6.2 71.3/65.8/2.5
MRPC 62.1/38.2/6.8 66.0/54.4/5.6
QQP 63.4/44.7/7.9 71.8/64.3/3.7
WiC 51.0/46.1/2.6 53.7/50.3/2.0

Avg 72.8/60.6/4.2 75.4/69.8/2.7

Table 3: Average performance of PET with five different
patterns vs. Pattern-Free that replaces handcrafted patterns
with task-specific adapters. We report the average/worst-
case performance/and the standard deviation.

and the training and inference intact7 and train it 501

with a similar setup as in §4. Table 3 shows the 502

results. While PET is very sensitive to the choice of 503

prompts, adapters provide an efficient alternative to 504

learn patterns robustly by improving the performance 505

(average and worst-case) and reducing the standard 506

deviation. This finding demonstrates that task-specific 507

adapters can effectively replace manually engineered 508

prompts. Additionally, they also save on the training 509

budget by at least 1/number of patterns (normally 510

1/5) by not requiring running the method for different 511

choices of patterns, and by freezing most parameters, 512

this saves on memory and offers additional speed-up. 513

4.3.1 Ablation Study 514

Impact of Removing Adapters To study the 515

impact of adapters in learning patterns, we remove 516

adapters, while keeping the label embedding. 517

Handcrafted patterns are not included and we 518

tune all parameters of the model. Table 4 shows 519

the results. Adding adapters for learning patterns 520

contributes to the performance by improving the 521

average performance, and making the model robust by 522

improving the minimum performance and reducing 523

the standard deviation. This is because training PLMs 524

with millions of parameters is sample-inefficient 525

and unstable on resource-limited datasets (Dodge 526

et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). However, by using 527

adapters, we substantially reduce the number of 528

trainable parameters, allowing the model to be better 529

7Since we don’t have patterns, in the case of multiple sets of
verbalizers, we use the first set of verbalizers as a random choice.
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Dataset PERFECT -Adapters

SST-2 90.7/88.2/1.2 88.2/81.9/2.3
CR 90.0/85.5/1.4 89.2/83.1/1.7
MR 86.3/81.4/1.6 82.5/78.2/2.5
SST-5 42.7/35.1/2.9 40.6/33.6/3.3
SUBJ 89.1/82.8/2.1 89.7/85.0/1.9
TREC 90.6/81.6/3.2 89.8/74.2/4.3
CB 90.3/83.9/3.5 89.6/83.9/2.8
RTE 60.4/53.1/4.7 61.7/53.8/5.1
QNLI 74.1/60.3/4.6 73.2/56.3/5.8
MRPC 67.8/54.7/5.7 68.0/54.2/6.1
QQP 71.2/64.2/3.5 71.0/62.0/3.7
WiC 53.8/47.0/3.0 52.5/46.9/3.0

Avg 75.6/68.1/3.1 74.7/66.1/3.5

Table 4: Performance of PERFECT w/o adapters, -Adapters.
We report the average performance/worst-case perfor-
mance/and the standard deviation.

tuned in a few-shot setting.530

Impact of the number of masks In Table 1, to531

compare our design with PET in isolation, we fixed532

the number of mask tokens as the maximum number533

inserted by PET. In table 5, we study the impact of534

varying the number of inserted mask tokens for a535

random selection of six tasks. For most tasks, having536

two mask tokens performs the best, while for MR and537

RTE, having one, and for MRPC, inserting ten masks538

improves the results substantially. The number of539

required masks might be correlated with the difficulty540

of tasks. PERFECT is designed to be general, enabling541

having multiple mask tokens.542

5 Related Work543

Adapter Layers: Mahabadi et al. (2021b) and544

Üstün et al. (2020) proposed to generate adapters’545

weights using hypernetworks (Ha et al., 2017), where546

Mahabadi et al. (2021b) proposed to share a small547

hypernetwork to generate conditional adapter weights548

efficiently for each transformer layer and task. Ma-549

habadi et al. (2021a) proposed compacter layers by550

building on top of ideas of parameterized hyper-551

complex layers (Zhang et al., 2021) and low-rank552

methods (Li et al., 2018; Aghajanyan et al., 2021), as553

an efficient fine-tuning method for PLMs. We are554

the first to employ adapters to replace handcrafted555

patterns for few-shot learning.556

Few-shot Learning with PLMs: Researchers con-557

tinuously tried to address the challenges of manually558

engineered patterns and verbalizers: a) Learning the559

Datasets 1 2 5 10
CR 90.1 90.2 89.0 87.8
MR 86.9 86.1 85.4 85.6
MRPC 67.4 68.2 70.1 72.3
QNLI 73.7 73.9 73.0 65.1
RTE 60.0 57.3 56.2 56.0
TREC 90.0 90.9 88.9 88.8

Avg 78.0 77.8 77.1 75.9

Table 5: Test performance for the varying number of mask
tokens. Bold fonts indicate the best results in each row.

patterns in a continuous space (Li and Liang, 2021; 560

Qin and Eisner, 2021; Lester et al., 2021), while freez- 561

ing PLM for efficiency, has the problem that, in most 562

cases, such an approach only works with very large 563

scale PLMs (Lester et al., 2021), and lags behind full 564

fine-tuning in a general setting, while being inefficient 565

and not as effective compared to adapters (Mahabadi 566

et al., 2021a). b) Optimizing patterns in a discrete 567

space (Shin et al., 2020; Jiang et al., 2020; Gao et al., 568

2021) has the problem that such methods are com- 569

putationally costly. c) Automatically finding verbal- 570

izers in a discrete way (Schick et al., 2020; Schick 571

and Schütze, 2021a) is computationally expensive and 572

does not perform as well as manually designed ones. 573

d) Removing manually designed patterns (Logan IV 574

et al., 2021) substantially lags behind the expert- 575

designed ones. Our proposed method, PERFECT, does 576

not rely on any handcrafted patterns and verbalizers. 577

6 Conclusion 578

We proposed PERFECT, a simple and efficient method 579

for few-shot learning with pre-trained language 580

models without relying on handcrafted patterns 581

and verbalizers. PERFECT employs task-specific 582

adapters to learn task descriptions implicitly, replacing 583

previous handcrafted patterns, and a continuous 584

multi-token label embedding to represent the output 585

classes. Through extensive experiments over 12 NLP 586

benchmarks, we demonstrate that PERFECT, despite 587

being far simpler and more efficient than recent 588

few-shot learning methods, produces state-of-the-art 589

results. Overall, the simplicity and effectiveness of 590

PERFECT make it a promising approach for few-shot 591

learning with PLMs. 592
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Dataset Task #Train #Test K

Single-Sentence Benchmarks

MR Sentiment analysis 8662 2000 2
CR Sentiment analysis 1774 2000 2
SST-2 Sentiment analysis 6920 872 2
SST-5 Sentiment analysis 8544 2210 5
SUBJ Subjectivity classification 8000 2000 2
TREC Question classification 5452 500 6

Sentence-Pair Benchmarks

CB Natural language inference 250 56 3
RTE Natural language inference 2490 277 2
WiC Word sense disambiguation 5428 638 2
MRPC Paraphrase detection 3668 408 2
QNLI Question answering 104743 5463 2
QQP Paraphrase detection 363846 40430 2

Table 6: Statistics of datasets used in this work. We sample
N×|Y| instances (with multiple seeds) from the original
training set to form the few-shot training and validation
sets. The test column shows the size of the test set.

A Experimental Details820

Datasets Table 6 shows the stastistics of the821

datasets used. We download SST-2, MR, CR, SST-5,822

and SUBJ from Gao et al. (2021), while the rest of823

the datasets are downloaded from the HuggingFace824

Datasets library (Lhoest et al., 2021b,a). RTE, CB,825

WiC datasets are from SuperGLUE benchmark (Wang826

et al., 2019a), while QQP, MRPC and QNLI are from827

GLUE benchmark (Wang et al., 2019b) with Creative828

Commons license (CC BY 4.0). RTE (Wang et al.,829

2019a) is a combination of data from RTE1 (Dagan830

et al., 2005), RTE2 (Bar-Haim et al., 2006), RTE3 (Gi-831

ampiccolo et al., 2007), and RTE5 (Bentivogli et al.,832

2009). For WiC (Pilehvar and Camacho-Collados,833

2019) sentences are selected from VerbNet (Schuler,834

2005), WordNet (Miller, 1995), and Wiktionary.835

Computing infrastructure We run all the exper-836

iments on one NVIDIA A100 with 40G of memory.837

Training hyper-parameters We set the maximum838

sequence length based on the recommended values839

in the HuggingFace repository (Wolf et al., 2020)840

and prior work (Min et al., 2021; Schick and Schütze,841

2021b), i.e., we set it to 256 for SUBJ, CR, CB, RTE,842

and WiC, and 128 for other datasets. For all methods,843

we use a batch size of 32. For FINETUNE and PET,844

we use the default learning rate of 10−5, while for845

our method, as required by adapter-based methods846

(Mahabadi et al., 2021a), we set the learning rate to847

a higher value of 10−4.8 Through all experiments, 848

we fix the adapter bottleneck size to 64. Following 849

Pfeiffer et al. (2021), we experimented with keeping 850

one of the adapters in each layer for better training 851

efficiency and found keeping the adapter after the 852

feed-forward module in each layer to perform the best. 853

For tuning label embedding, we use the learning rate 854

of {10−1,10−2,10−3,10−4,10−5} and choose the 855

one obtaining the highest validation performance. For 856

PERFECT-prompt, we tune the continuous prompt 857

for learning rate of {10−1,10−2,10−3}.9Following 858

Lester et al. (2021), for PERFECT-prompt, we set 859

the number of prompt tokens to 20, and initialize 860

them with a random subset of the top 5000 token’s 861

embedding of the PLM. We train all methods for 862

6000 steps. Based on our results, this is sufficient to 863

allow the models to converge. We save a checkpoint 864

every 100 steps for all methods and report the results 865

for the hyper-parameters performing the best on the 866

validation set for each task. 867

B Choice of Patterns and Verbalizers 868

For SST-2, MR, CR, SST-5, and TREC, we used 869

4 different patterns and verbalizers from Gao et al. 870

(2021). For CB, WiC, RTE datasets, we used the 871

designed patterns and verbalizers in Schick and 872

Schütze (2021b). For QQP, MRPC, and QNLI, we 873

wrote the patterns and verbalizers inspired by the ones 874

in Schick and Schütze (2021b). The used patterns 875

and verbalizers are as follows: 876

• For sentiment analysis tasks (MR, CR, SST-2, 877

SST-5), given a sentence s: 878

s A <MASK> one.
879

s It was <MASK>.
880

s All in all <MASK>.
881

s A <MASK> piece.
882

with "great" as a verbalizer for positive, "terrible" 883

for negative. In case of SST-5 with five labels, 884

we expand it to "great", "good", "okay", "bad", 885

and "terrible". 886

8We have also tried to tune the baselines with the learning
rate of 10−4 but it performed worst.

9We also tried tuning prompts with learning rates of
{10−4,10−5} but it performed worst, as also observed in prior
work (Mahabadi et al., 2021a; Min et al., 2021).
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• For SUBJ, given a sentence s:887

s This is <MASK>.
888

s It’s all <MASK>.
889

s It’s <MASK>.
890

s Is it <MASK>?
891

with "subjective" and "objective" as verbalizers.892

• For TREC, given a question q, the task is to893

classify the type of it:894

q <MASK>:
895

q Q:<MASK>:
896

q why<MASK>?
897

q Answer: <MASK>.
898

with "Description", "Entity", "Expression",899

"Human", "Location", "Number" as verbalizers900

for question types of "Description", "Entity",901

"Abbreviation", "Human", "Location", and902

"Numeric".903

• For entailment task (RTE) given a premise p904

and hypothesis h:905

"h" ? | <MASK>, "p"
906

h? | <MASK>, p
907

"h" ? | <MASK>. p
908

with "Yes" as a verbalizer for entailment, "No"909

for contradiction.910

p question: h True or False? answer: <MASK>
911

with "true" as a verbalizer for entailment, "false"912

for contradiction.913

• For entailment task (CB) given a premise p and914

a hypothesis h:915

"h" ? | <MASK>, "p"
916

h? | <MASK>, p
917

"h" ? | <MASK>. p
918

with "Yes" as a verbalizer for entailment, "No" 919

for contradiction, "Maybe" for neutral. 920

p question: h true, false or neither? answer:
<MASK>

921

with "true" as a verbalizer for entailment, "false" 922

for contradiction, "neither" for neutral. 923

• For QNLI, given a sentence s and question q: 924

s. Question: q? Answer: <MASK>.
925

with "Yes" or "true" as verbalizers for entailment 926

and "No" or "false" for not entailment. 927

s. Based on the previous sentence, q? <MASK>.
928

with "Yes" or "true" as verbalizers for entailment 929

and "No" or "false" for not entailment. 930

Based on the following sentence, q?<MASK>.s
931

with "Yes" and "No" as verbalizers for 932

entailment and not entailment respectively. 933

• For QQP, given two questions q1 and q2: 934

Do q1 and q2 have the same meaning?<MASK>.
935

with "Yes" or "true" as verbalizers for duplicate 936

and "No" or "false" for not duplicate. 937

q1. Based on the previous question, q2?
<MASK>.

938

with "Yes" or "true" as verbalizers for duplicate 939

and "No" or "false" for not duplicate. 940

Based on the following question, q1?<MASK>.q2
941

with "Yes" and "No" as verbalizers for duplicate 942

and not duplicate respectively. 943
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• For MRPC, given two sentences s1 and s2:944

Do s1 and s2 have the same meaning?<MASK>.
945

with "Yes" or "true" as verbalizers for equivalent946

and "No" or "false" for not equivalent.947

s1. Based on the previous sentence, s2?
<MASK>.

948

with "Yes" or "true" as verbalizers for equivalent949

and "No" or "false" for not equivalent.950

Based on the following sentence,
s1?<MASK>.s2

951

with "Yes" and "No" as verbalizers for equivalent952

and not equivalent respectively.953

• For WiC, given two sentences s1 and s2 and a954

word w, the task is to classify whether w is used955

in the same sense.956

"s1" / "s2". Similar sense of "w"? <MASK>.
957

s1 s2 Does w have the same meaning in both
sentences? <MASK>

958

With "No" and "Yes" as verbalizers for False,959

and True.960

w . Sense (1) (a) "s1" (<MASK>) "s2"
961

With "2" and "b" as verbalizers for False, and962

True.963

C Impact of the Position964

of Masks in Sentence-pair Datasets965

We evaluate the impact of the position of mask tokens966

in sentence-pair benchmarks. Given two sentences s1967

and s2, we consider the following four locations for968

inserting mask tokens, where in the case of encoding969

as two sentences, input parts to the encoder are970

separated with |:971

1. s1 s2 <MASK>972

2. s1 <MASK> s2973

3. s1 | <MASK> s2974

4. s1 | s2<MASK>975

Datasets 1 2 3 4
CB 89.8 91.6 88.9 86.5
RTE 69.1 69.1 64.5 65.3
QNLI 72.0 83.3 77.7 73.1
MRPC 71.6 69.5 66.4 72.0
QQP 79.2 82.8 72.5 70.2
WiC 60.3 59.5 60.2 59.5

Avg 73.7 76.0 71.7 71.1

Table 7: Validation performance for sentence-pair
benchmarks for different locations of mask tokens. Bold
fonts indicate the best results in each row.

Datasets 10−2 10−3 10−4 10−5

CB 90.0/82.5 92.2/85.0 91.6/87.5 91.6/87.5

MRPC 69.8/56.2 70.8/56.2 69.5/56.2 70.8/56.2

QNLI 83.3/71.9 82.7/71.9 83.3/71.9 83.1/68.8

QQP 82.8/78.1 82.7/75.0 82.8/75.0 83.0/75.0

RTE 69.8/62.5 69.2/59.4 69.1/62.5 68.3/62.5

WiC 62.2/50.0 59.7/46.9 59.5/53.1 58.9/50.0

Avg 76.3/66.9 76.2/65.7 76.0/67.7 76.0/66.7

Total Avg 71.6 71.0 71.8 71.3

Table 8: Validation performance for different values of
σ. We show mean performance/worst-case performance
across 20 runs. The last row shows the average of mean
performance/worst-case performance.

Table 7 shows how the position of masks impact 976

the results. As demonstrated, pattern 2, inserting 977

mask tokens between the two sentences and encoding 978

both as a single sentence obtains the highest 979

validation performance. We use this choice in all the 980

experiments when removing handcrafted patterns. 981

D Impact of Initialization 982

We initialize the label embedding matrix with random 983

initialization from a normal distribution N (0,σ). In 984

table 8, we show the development results for different 985

values of σ. We choose the σ obtaining the highest 986

performance on average over average and worst case 987

performance, i.e., σ=10−4. 988
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